
ISSUES for YOUTH conH.

Misery, oh, Misery 
Misery is:

when your parents have to sign 
a test paper and the only marks on 
the paper are "XXXXXXX'sV

v/hen you try to explain to 
your teadpr v/hy you are late to 
class I

v/hen you break your leg the 
day before basketball practice 
begins c

when you do the wrong page in 
Algebra for homev/ork.

v/hen you have to sit in 
Mrs, Park’S English class with 
the windows wide open v/hile the 
snow blows in because some NUT 
didnH do his homework!

when you tell a joke in class 
and you are the only person to laugh.

when you are lighting a 
cigarette in the restroom and the 
PRINCIPAL walks in.

v/hen you write a paragraph for 
your class, and you are the only 
one who understands it -
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Today, students are listening 
.j the most prominent musical records 
based on "What is going on in the 
world." The Ip's lament the war, 
pollution, heroin, and the miseries 
of children, and the poor.
Brotherly love has been growing more 
fashionable for months, (About 
time!) Here is a look at the top 
ten records as of now.
1, Inner City Blues
2, Theme from Shaft
3, You've Got to Crawl 

Before You Walk
4, Have You Seen Her
5, Wear this Ring
6, Maria, You're The

Only One

Marvin Gaye 
Issac Hay^s
8th Day 

Chilites 
Detroit 

Emerald
Michael

Jackson
Delfonics

7. Walk Right Up to
The Sun

8. Tired of Being Alone A1 Green
9. Trapped by This

Thing Called Love Denise LaSalle
10. I'm a Greedy

Man James Brown
Evelyn Hunt

Questions About Smoking
Question: Why is there so much 
concern about smoking?
Answer: The younger a person is 
when he starts smoking, the 
greater the risk that he will 
become ill, or die at an early age.

Statistics show that the 
smoker who takes up smoking before 
he is 20 years old is most likely 
to'smoke more cigarettes, for 
more years, and inhale more 
deeply.
Question: Do cigarettes Effect 
women's health?
Answer: Yes, cigarettes do
endanger women's health, but 
very few studies have examined the 
smoking habits of women. However, 
it has been proven that women 
who smoke during pregnancy run 
a much higher risk of having 
their children born deformed, 
retarded, or dead, than do women 
who don't^ smoke during pregnancy.
Question; Where can I obtain 
information about smoking?
Answer: Write to the Superintentent 
of Documents, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, vVashington, D.G,,
Ask for some of the following 
booklets!
Your Teenage Children

And Smoking--- Pub. 423 i50
Why Nick, the Cigarette, is Nobody's 
Friend ----- Pub, 44? ----  10^
A Light on the Subject of Smoking 
------------- Pub, 448----- 150
No Smoking- A Kit of Five 
Publications -------------- 650
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SURVEY
Please submit any ideas that you 
have concerning the nev/spaper to 
Michelle Daniel , Waverly Mills, or Mrs, Parks, If you want, you ^ 
might answer these questions; it 
would be appreciated,
1. What would you like to see in 
the next issue?
2. What kinds of articles didjyou 
think should be omitted in the next 
issue?

\/hat articles would you like^ 
bo see again in the next issues;'.u

Any newspaper runs on the support 
of its readers. PLEASE, let the 
staff know what you support,


